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SELL PROPERTY CHECKLIST
Broker Listing Agreement (Not applicable)
Property Disclosure Report
Heating Disclosure (Chicago only)
Lead-based Paint Disclosure
Radon Disclosure
Mold Disclosure
Purchase Contract (plus Buyer POF)
Earnest Money (held by attorney or broker)
Attorney Review (Seller & Buyer)
Loan Application (Buyer)
Property Inspections (Buyer)
Home Warranty (negotiable)
Survey (f rom Seller)
22.1 Disclosure (if condo)
Paid Assessment Letter (if condo)
Condo Bylaws & Financials (if condo)
Alta (2006) Policy*
Deed (Seller is Grantor)*
Legal Description*
Affidavit of Title*
Bill of Sale*
Durable Power of Attorney*
Disclosure & Consent
Non-foreign Status Certificate
Business Arrangement Disclosure
Direction (to wire transfer proceeds)
Commission Statement (if broker)
Draft Settlement Statement
Closing Disclosure
Settlement Statement
* these legal documents are provided by your lawyer and must be signed and also notarized.
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PRECONTRACT DISCLOSURES
Environmental Disclosures - In a nutshell, a homeowner must complete and present these forms to
buyers before signing the actual home purchase contract—whether a homeowner uses a real estate
agent or not. The Illinois Seller Disclosure Law is a consumer protection law designed to give buyers
the benefit of the seller’s knowledge about the condition of the property they are buying.

CLOSING DOCUMENTS

(these are all handled by your lawyer and the Title company during the attorney review period)

Alta Policy - Seller signs statements that induce an attorney agent to issue a title policy. As an
example, seller will affirm that there are no labor or materials that have not been paid. Seller will also
affirm that there are no unrecorded leases or contracts (like lease options) against the property. And
that there are no special assessments, unpaid property taxes or proceedings in bankruptcy. Basically,
it is a sworn statement f rom the Seller that the property is f ree and clear of any possible hidden legal
problems, so that the attorney issuing the title policy has checked all the legal boxes.

Environmental Disclosures - Seller’s sworn statement to the buyer that the seller is actually the owner
of the property, and therefore has the legal right to transfer the property to the buyer. Also, Seller
affirms that nothing has been done to affect the title of property f rom the date the original Title report
was run. And that all water taxes and insurance policies on the premises have been paid. If there are
rental tenants in the property, this document verifies that the tenants are only renting, and have no
other rights to the property.

Bill of Sale - Bill of sale has to do with any personal property that is being sold as part of the home sale.
Personal property is not sold via real estate contract. Personal property is sold via a Bill of Sale.

Durable Power of Attorney - A legal document that grants your designated agent (aka, your lawyer) all
the powers necessary to sell your property and sign IRS 1099 form on your behalf. Which means you
won’t even have to show up at the closing table.

Non-Foreign Status Certificate - Section 1445 of the Internal Revenue Code requires the closing agent
of a U.S. real property to withhold tax if the seller is a foreign person. Basically, as a seller you will sign
this in order to affirm that you are taxed as a U.S. citizen, and not a foreign entity.

Disclosure & Consent - Often times, lawyers provide additional services beyond reviewing your real
estate contract. For example, if your lawyer offers title examination services (which is often the case) as
an agent of a Title company, then under the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct the lawyer must
disclose this. And you will have a chance to review and sign-off that you consent with your lawyer’s
continued representation of you—for both legal and title services.

Direction Letter - You, as the seller, can direct the Title company to wire transfer your net money
proceeds f rom the sale of property directly into your desired bank account.

CD (closing disclosure) - Pertains more to the buyer’s mortgage loan, if the buyer intends to buy the
property with a loan. The closing disclosure (CD) is designed to assure the lender has given the buyer
enough time to properly review the loan. The lender must follow certain regulations, which in some
instances might delay closing.

